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CABIN FEVER 

FEBRUARY 3, 1986 CHARLES o. CAROTHERS 

If the restless energy characterizing "cabin fever" could 
have been harnessed at the times of its exacerbation, this Literary 
Club paper would have been fini~hed a long time ago. Unfortunately, 
the disease is unpredictable and often catches the sufferer at cross 
purposes. Cabin fever is not defined in Websters', Dorland's Medical 
Dictionary or even Weiss and English's Psychosomatic \t\edicine, but, 
like Potter Stewart, "1 know it when I see it." Usually, setting in on 
the second or third day of confinement in surroundings often seasonal 
or temporary, the sufferer has a violent urge to fill his hours with 
some activity. 

The more recent attacks of cabin fever which I recall 
have occurred at one of Cincinnati's traditional vacation spots in 
northern Michigan, an area where good weather dur ing "the season" 
can be short and unpredictable and at times even nonexistent . On 
two such occasions I have turned my venom and energy on the cabin 
itself. Several years ago, sitting in the living room of the rather 
large, drafty structure which was my seventy-five-year-old summer 
cottage at Wequetonsing, I discovered one imperfection after another 
as my eyes roved from painted to unpainted wood punctuated by 
chinks of outdoor light. The porch roof leaked in spite of multiple 
repairs, the floors were not level, screen doors did not meet their 
jambs with any regularity and multiple instances of inoperative 
hardware and disrupted sash cord fanned a budding depression. Time 
was indeed on my hands. I took the bull by the horns and elected to 
begin a rehab program of this structure which, hopefully, would bring 
it into the twentieth century. 

I was to serve as my own architect and would not have the 
protection from crafty builders which style books of the first half of 
the nineteenth century argued a professional could supply. On the 
other hand, as an amateur I would not feel the chagrin of the famous 
nineteenth century American architect, Richard Morris Hunt, if my 
drawings were thrown away or ignored at the construction site. I 
sought support by discussing the problem with the local manager of 
the Association and directed to two builders I asked them to give me 
their ideas on rehabbing the cottage. In neither case did they want to 
dissuade me from the project, but their enumeration of the ills of my 
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aging cottage made me think of Peter Dye's advice about the golf 
course at The Cincinnati Country Club a decade or more ago __ "sell 
the property and move out in the country." 

My interviews with the builders produced similar 
suggestions for beefing up the sagging structure, but revealed that 
the men themselv~s were quite dissimilar. Frank was a tall, 
blue-eyed, rusty-haIred, ruddy-faced outdoorsman who was a Ii ttle 
slow to define exact costs, but was knowledgeable and detailed with 
respect t? the materials to be used and the objectives gained. In the 
case o~ BIll, we had a shorter, stockier individual who seemed quicker 
t<:, defme the exa~t cost f?r the varlous phases of the project, but 
gIven to less detal1 regarding the alternatives. Bill seemed more 
businesslike than Frank, but perhaps less caring with respect to the 
structure itself, and he placed a distance between himself and the 
actual work which would be presumably performed by others. With a 
genuine desire to see the job "done right," I decided to waive BW's 
itemized, fixed bid and I accepted Frank's assurance that the project 
would come in for "about the same amount of money." After ali, 
Frank had the patina of a craftsman about him. 

While all resort projects start during the summer season 
in northern MiChigan, implementation is effected later by the locals 
who I am sure sit around the potbellied stove when the weather 
becomes too inclement for work and swap tales about the 
idiosyncrasies of taste and methodology of their respective clients. 
Dutifully I sent drafts to northern Michigan during the winter in 
response to the handwritten bequests of Frank, but the rude 
awakening came the next summer when we sat down at my Grand 
Rapids mahogany dining room table. Decades ago it had been 
"improved" by an uneven flow of apple green paint which seemed to 
have oozed through the very pores of the older cottages in the area 
and to have covered all manner of objects between and including 
floors and ceilings. Frank presented his final bill and I was appalled 
to see that this took the project a long way towards a fifty percent 
overrun. When I asked him to go over things, Frank willlngly led me 
through the steps of rebuilding and repair, board foot by board foot. I 
pointed out that hours of fanciful embelllshment on the skirting 
around the house was not to have been part of the deal. His response 
was that he "might have gotten a little carried away." I requested 
some relief from his mania and with intimidating fire in his blue eyes 
he informed me that there was none. 
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This and other experiences with this Victorian structure 
~hic~ boasted twelve-foot ceilings and walls through which hea~ 
mvarIably poured, led me at my next attack of cabin fever to vent 
my wrath by abandonment of the structure itself. I began with 
drawing paper and ruler to outline the replacement cabin of my 
dreams or at least as much of it as might be crammed on the 
traditional Wequetonsing forty-four by eighty-eight foot zero lot line 
parcel. The itch to replace old with new was spurred by several 
examples in this old Chatauqua which dates back more than one 
hundred years to that movement in the United States which stressed 
uplift,ing Christian. communal living, including central dining, prayer 
meetmgs and abstmence from alcohol. Erosion of these principles in 
the Association was quickly followed by the addition of kitchens 
which initially gave dining privacy and later allowed the surreptitious 
before-dinner cocktail now grown into a blue blazer formality. 

Dissatisfied with the architectural irregularities which 
started with the customary kitchen addons and in certain instances 
seemed to know no end, certain current members had seen fit to 
replace the old buildings with structures that had a look-alike 
appearance on the outside only. These newer cottages boasted 
insulation, central heat, wall-to-wall carpet, modern kitchens and 
baths, television sets and even icemakers. Sitting in my drafty 
bastard Victorian structure and shivering while looking out at 
darkening clouds and intermittent rain, I often envied those who had 
thermostats at their elbow. As my eyes roved and mentally 
calculated the cubic footage, I caught a fever to join the "cabin 
replacers," and knowledge that the last avallable building site was 
again on the market only fanned the flames. This building si te was 
surrounded by some open land but, unfortunately, the irregular 
L-shape boasted less square footage for actual building than the usual 
constrained Association allquot. An early dawn visit to the site 
allowed me to pace off the location, get an idea of a few sight lines 
and to place two large trees, adjacent cottages and outbuildings as 
they abutted the area without announcing my interest to the 
neighbors. 

In the next days when I found I could not come to grips 
with such problems as an extra foot and a half for a second story 
staircase in an already too narrow hall, I would quietly steal out of 
bed, dress for warmth in the early morning and take my pack of 
paper, pencils and rulers to the apple-green dining room table. I used 
methods which would be frowned upon by trained draftsmen, 
including a technique borrowed from myoId chief of orthopedics. He 
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al wa ys advised tha t paper dollies be cut from X h '. -rays so t at 
operatIve ch~nges I~ angles and lengths could be easily visualized 
before ~he Ir.reversible tolls of chisels and saws were effected. 
Developmg qUlte a pack of square, rectangular and L-shaped scraps 
of paper labeled. bathroom, dressing room, hall, staircase and so 
fort~, . a downstaIrs and upstairs evolved which just could not be 
modIfIed for the better. The problem, of course was that I wanted 
to cram too much into a small space whi~h already heavily 
encroached as much on offsets, setbacks and property lines as I felt 
the traIIic would bear. 

After my early-morning plans were reasonably perfected, 
they were ready for the next and more demanding test -- economics. 
I mulled over my experience of several years previously with Frank 
and finally decided that, although he was probably an exceptional 
craftsman, I could not embark on a building program in absentia 
which would involve the possibility of his "being carried away." Bill's 
contracting firm was now the local representative of a precutting 
operation in southern Michigan which delivered entire houses on 
sequential flatbed trucks to building sites throughout the state. 
Blueprints supplied by the house builder were analyzed at the 
precutter's factory and panelized sections of the outer walls were 
prepared, including installation of all but the largest windows and 
doors, for delivery by the trucks. A framing diagram prepared by the 
precutter required the local builder to erect the same t.ype o.f fra~e 
which had evolved from the ha mmer of George Snow In ChIcago 111 

1832 when he popularized the balloon frame making possible the 
American housing boom which was to last through the next century 
and a half. Precutting meant that a portion of the seventy-five 
thousand nails required to build this cottage would be driven in a 
factory in southern Michigan and the remainder would be used at the 
construction site in Harbor Springs. Precutting assured rapid 
erection of the outer shell, subsequently shielding workers from the 
elements during the bitter winter months, and it provided cost and 
specification control by a third party. 

A call to Bill revealed the propitious fact that a Mr. Fox, 
traveling representative of this organization, would be in town 
tomorrow and they would be glad to meet me and give an estimate on 
my project. I dropped a copy of my plan off at Bill's office and set up 
an appointment at the old apple-green dining room table for the 
following noon. Mr. Fox proved to be a sleek-haired, sharp-featured 
but affable young man who, with Bill nodding approval, quickly went 
through a three- or four-page checklist of specs which sent my head 
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reeling. How did 1 know how many pounds of shingles I wanted on the 
rooi, what thickness the side sheeting should be or how many inches 
of insulation was appropriate for a theoretically winterized structure 
in this area? The process of running through the spec checklist 
required on my part a lot more trust in two members of the building 
trades than I can to remember. In order to get the job done 1 just had 
to take their word for it that half-inch exterior plywood "good one 
side" was appropriate here and that marine plywood at many times 
the price was required there. Going back and forth across the 
checklist and filling each page with X'd boxes of preference we came 
to the end of the exercise. 

A few days later I got a call from Bill telli ng me that the 
building as drawn and speced out would cost "X" thousands. He was 
careful to tell me that this figure did not include many "extras" -
among them such things as excavation, installation of utilities, 
preparation of the plot, planting, grading and exterior cement work 
as well as many interior finish items. What was noteworthy was not 
only the potential cost of the nonincluded essentials, but the pitifully 
small amount of the allowance for other essentials, such as lighting 
fixtures, appliances, floor covering and decoration. A bit of dialogue 
suggested the general range of these costs and you may be surprised 
to learn that most came in at or under guestimates after care was 
taken to establish the realities. Since the "total" total cost of the 
house was in the realm of possibility, I began a dialogue with the 
owner of the irregular spread of real estate, the supposed availabillty 
of which had been disturbing my sleep. 

It turned out that Moose, as he was known to others but 
not to me, had purchased this unlikely shaped piece of land so that he 
would perpetually be a member of the Association. To those outside 
the Association the advantage of this membership will probably 
forever remain obscure but let me assure you that it is of no s~all 
consequence to those ~hO want to be on the "i~." Onc~ one IS a 
member, he has, along with all of his peers, the rlgh~ o~ first refusal 
on all property which comes up for sal~ i~ t~e ASSOCIatIon, a fact o[ 
no small importance in view of its lImitatlOn to ,one hundred four 
available parcels. Moose apparently wa~ not qUlte sure what he 
would do with this land when he bought It, but as the founder and 
president of a business college I am sure that he was ~onfident that 
its usefulness would eventually be revealed to hIm. Perh~ps 
somewhere along the way he had a dim visi?n of the ,prob~ems whIch 
placing a reasonable sized structure o~ thlS land mlght lmpose ~nd 
this may have been his reason for offermg the lot for sale from tIme 
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to time. This revelation, however, was apparently not sufficiently 
"conscious" to make him a willing negotiator for, as days and weeks 
passed, the duration of phone calls to Lake Forest, Illinois, increased 
by leaps and bounds along with my exasperation. My desire to get on 
with the project stretched my conciliatory offers to Moose to the 
breaking point, but to no avail. Ultimately I admitted failure, feeling 
that he was a shrewd business professional who knew exactly how to 
play the neophyte in such a situation. A year later realization that 
he had probably outwitted himself came forcefully to my attention 
when his wife wistfully asked Moose in my presence on the beach 
"what really was the doctor's final offer for the white elephant 
masquerading as green grass." 

About this time one of the older and smaller houses in the 
Association came on the market, presenting two great attractions. 
First, the house was small and in relatively poor repair, therefore 
representing a smaller part of the value of the parcel. Secondly, the 
lot was only forty-four by eighty-eight feet, but boasted a 
magnanimous tiny pie-shaped increment of ground since it was a 
corner lot. By this time my appetite to improve my accommodations 
was insatiable and I made an offer for the property which they just 
could not refuse. This posed a new problem, for how would I get rid 
of the old house and what would it cost? Again, my contractor, Bill, 
gave me a guestimate along with the reassurance that a cable around 
the structure and a strong bulldozer would give the project a crashing 
send off. With the monumental stride forward of a regular lot 
freeing me from the pitfalls of mUltiple offsets and sebacks, I 
decided that I could expand the building just enough to allow for such 
civilities as staircases, closets and hallways, however no amount of 
early morning drawing, dolly rearranging or simple second-grade 
arithmetic would allow me a typical center hall upstairs floor plan 
with the usual four bedrooms and baths which my provincial Hyde 
Park heritage dictated as "sensible." 

If life is full of surprises, architecture is in no way 
exempted and my new "enlarged" plan presented to Bill for his sharp 
pencil evoked an astounding cost increase. This served to remind me 
that changes of any type are indeed the promised land of the home 
builder. In spite of this, I did decide to proceed with the project and 
on receipt of the contract from the builder, together with th~ specs 
from the precutter in southern Michigan, I sat down wlth my 
dictaphone to lay the foundations for a file that ultimately would 
make a small suitcase difficult to lift. 1 tried to envision and make 
allowances for all contingencies. When I could not foresee exactly 
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what might be required, 1 attempted to assure flexibility for myself 
as client which would prevent extra charges by the builder. This 
really proved to be of great benefit in the long run, but Bill kept his 
safety valve intact by refusing commitment on certain necessary 
items. This gave him the cushion on which all builders' heads lie. Let 
us admit that aU of the typed lists of specifications and signed 
contracts in the world will not separate a builder from his intended 
nest egg. As the French say, "C'est la vie," around here "It's the 
name of the game." 

Discussing my intent to dismember the existing structure 
with a number of the locals resulted in remarkable inroads on the 
little cottage. As fall winds blew and clouds grayed with snow, folks 
descended on the old structure and began appropriating various 
portions for use in homes, outbuildings or on farms. Half of the house 
was gone when the wrecking team arrived -- a welcome fact since 
they were being employed on a straight time basis. The surveyor 
followed rapidly to place the stakes for the building so that no 
oldtimer could complain that a six-inch deviation from a legal line 
here or an obstructed marginal view of the lake there were 
perpetrated. Immediately thereafter the foundation was poured and 
the crawl space prepared so that all would be ready for the large 
flatbed trucks from southern Michigan and the race against Old Man 
Winter. Winning the race meant that in spite of the bitter cold men 
could work inside the shell doing the slower finish work as soon as 
they had had their fill of the deer season and ice fishing, two of the 
big fall and winter social events. 

The stream of activity which 1 have just described was 
stalled by one crises, however, when favorable approval by the 
officers of the Association was summarily withheld because my 
elevations did not, according to tradition, stress the "front" of the 
cottage sufficiently. 1 had opted to place my porch on the north sid~, 
which was open to a greenbelt provided by the old Pennsylv~ma 
Railroad right of way. This would allow me to sit out in the evemngs 
and see trees, green grass and an open area rather than the, nearby 
abutting porches and the quasi-Victorian antiquity of n:y nei~hbors. 
This surprised some, who felt that 1 was not complymg w1th the 
uniform feeling of the Chatauqua; custom demanded ,front doors ,on 
front porches neatly aligned and similar to the neighbors. L1ke 
eighteenth and nineteenth century New E~gland~rs, they felt that one 
could build a house "different from 1tS ne1ghbors but not too 
different." Late one evening after a meeting of this club 1 rus~ed to 
the long distance telephone, came to an agreement with St. LOUiS and 
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Dallas and enhanced the front door treatment in red ink on my 
blueprints. The porch could stay on the north side although one 
individual stated I was cutting my own throat by such a gross 
deviation from the norm. Had approval of the building plans been 
denied, there would have been no chance to prepare the foundation 
and get the building under roof in time for the winter work. 

As wall sections and roof trusses arrived on the large 
trucks in carefully programmed sequence so that the framing 
diagrams could orchestrate construction of the outer shell of the 
house on the prepared foundation, oldtimers shook their heads 
disdainfully at this method of building. They like the so-called 
"stick-built" house which is cut, framed, trussed and sided on the 
premises. The new method did, however, beat the weather; an old 
100,000 BTU furnace was dragged from another site, installed 
temporarily as soon as a shell was enclosed giving enough nonducted 
heat to allow the work to continue. 

By prearrangement and with a little urging from Bill, 
Twink and I decided to make our first inspection trip to northern 
Michigan in early December. This had its share of surprises for both 
of us as Bill had predicted and set a pattern for other trips through 
the winter, including accompaniment by Ginger, the Lhaso Apso. As 
always, the small Japanese station wugon was packed to the gills and 
Ginger had to fight for a few square inches of velour. Arriving very 
late at night at the DeLuxe Motel which boasted an inroom 
telephone, a device which was the very cornerstone of the entire 
project, we were conducted to a "dog room" where she would 
presumably be allowed to jump on the bedspreads. We immediately 
dropped off to sleep anticipating an early morning meeting with Bill 
at the construction site. Twink was favorably surprised by the size of 
the c?tta~e for ~he bluepr~n~s ha~ done nothing to dispel the feeling 
of child-sIze WhICh the ongmal httle paper dollies had induced. She 
knew only that the new cottage was to be smaller than our old one 
an~ I exp~~t she had lowered her sights to an uncomfortable level 
whde awaiting the worst. My spouse's joy at the overall size of the 
?tructure , was only momentary, however, for soon certain 
lmperfectlons surfaced. "Why did you put that little window at the 
bottom of the staircase?, It's in an awkward location!" I could see 
that ,she had a good POLOt and was chagrined to admit that an 
overs~ght, had occur,red earH,er when I had modified dinin room and 
hall SIze m my drawmgs makmg the window superfluous. g 
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Bill said, "Oh, don't worry about that. We'll just .take that 
window out and send it back for credit." The look of rellef on my 
spouse's face was worth the difference between the small amount of 
credit which 1 would receive for the window and the larger extra cost 
fa soon as a shell was enclosed giving enough nonducted heat to allow 
the work to continue. 

By prearrangement and with a little urging from Bill, 
Twink and I decided to make our first inspec t ion trip to northern 
Michigan in early December. This had its share of surprises for both 
of us as B ill had predicted and set a pattern for other trips through 
the winter, including accompaniment by Ginger, the Lhasa Apso. As 
always, the small Japanese station wagon w.as pac ked to the gills a~r 
the builder'S modification. The next surpnse was for me when BIll 
asked where the bricks for the fireplace and hearth were since the 
mason's inside work was next on the agenda. "We'll need a couple of 
hundred, you won't like the bricks over at the lumber company so you 
better bring them up." The look on my face must have given him a 
lot of good laughs during the next week around the fire with his 
cronies, but the prospect of hauling brick did spur a flurry of phone 
calls to potential suppliers. Continued inspection of the house was 
beset with decisions on front step, porch and deck levels. We saw the 
temporary furnace in action and men working inside the she ll, cheeks 
still pink since the "heat" inside was only relative to the thermometer 
reading seen through the window. 

The remainder of our weekend was spent in consultation 
with subcontractors and suppliers. On one stop Ginger inspected the 
terrain around Crooked Lake while I watched the agon ies of a woman 
trying to match Formica to kitchen cabinets and to decide on which 
side of the stove top the heat-resistant slab should be located and 
which side of the kitchen sink should be bored for water spray and 
dishwasher. Trying to assist and simplify the process seemed to be 
the wrong approach and the dog and I learned new respect for the 
word "patience." All of these appointments provided late-night 
activity at the motel, for using my dictating and adding machines 
which had been brought along for this purpose I added weight to the 
small suitcase which was already heavy with drawings, catalogues and 
correspondence. 

A last look at the shell of our cottage before returning 
home underlined both my amazement at the progress made and my 
unease at its appearance. Modern residential building just does not 
boast the conventional materials to which we had become 
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that wood siding has given way to tinfoil, accustomed. It seems 
plastic and cardboard. The uninitiated is reassured by the very 
technical language of the modern builder who talks about t~e 
magnificent R factors which the new substances portend cannl:y 
equating these to heat conservation and therefore to dollars. It stIll 
makes me uneasy to realize that in a modern structure wall-to-w.all 
carpeting is not necessarily laid over the good old hardwood floormg 
of my Hyde Park youth. A tap on today's average interior wall 
reveals drywall instead of lathe and plaster and even the enclosure 
around a tub or shower may be stamped with a foreign name such as 
Fiat for economy's sake. 

Our weekend seemed productive and, as Ginger enjoyed 
the empty wagon on the return trip, we reviewed the projec t well 
satisfied that we probably would be "in" next summer. It was naive, 
however, to think that five hundred thirty statute miles would 
distance me from this ever changing and demanding project, for long 
distance phone calls to the precutter, the builder and subcontractors 
became an early morning ritual playing cat and mouse with my 
operating schedule. The next sixty days found the correspondence 
which backed these verbal arrangements filling the sui tcase and 
adding a second. This was my only material contact with the project 
until I was standing at the bottom of a ski lift in Vail and met Kelly, 
a trustee of the Association. He thanked me for the brick which he 
had scavenged from the old house. I asked what he had done with 
them and Kelly said he had put it in his woodshed for a rainy day. 
When I indicated that I needed some for my hearth, he, of course, 
o~fered to let ~e steal back enough of my own brick for this project. 
BIll was duly mformed by phone that if he had forgotten to salvage 
this valuable commodity one of my peers had not. 

To give a modern feel to the interior of my external 
look-ali~e,. I designed a studio ceiling in the living room. To continue 
t~e. devlatlOn from. the norm,. I had designed a peninsula between 
dml~g roon: and kitchen whlch was to contain liquor and hi/Ii 
cabmets. ?mce the only custom cabinet maker in the Petoskey area 
ha~ an elght-month backlog, which proportionaly inflated his 
estlmat~s for future projects, I was grateful to find a shop in Deer 
Park WhICh cou~d produce them. Fitting them into the small station 
w~gon al.ong with a mantle proved a real triumph of second-grade 
ant.hmetlc and we were off again in late February. Dropping the 
cabmetry at :the bulld!ng site, we went to Bill's Harbor Springs office 
for consultatlO~s: Thmgs ~ere going very well and we were about to 
conclude the VlSlt when Bill went Into his supply room and brought 
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out a handsome seven-foot hardwood post which had been simply 
beveled at the edges and rounded at the top and looked a~out th~ 
right size for the bowsprit of a one hundred foot cutter. Chuck, 
said Bill, "1 thought you'd like to take a look at your newel post." 

Twink's eyes and voice simultaneously demanded, "Did you 
order that?" (It was clearly too large and imposing for a Michigan 
summer cottage.) 

"Yep," said Bill. "That's the Morgan 890 which you 
selected." 

"If 1 did, 1 did," 1 told Twink. She shook her head in 
disgust for my perfectionist wife would have been fo.rever troubled by 
such a gauche installation at the bottom of o~r stalrcase. Late that 
evening after Twink had covered her head with the sheet, 1 burned 
the midnight oil at the motel and, going through my stacks of 
correspondence, gratefully found letters to the precutter and builder 
months earlier which reminded them that I had changed the newel 
post from Morgan 890 to Morgan 885 along with appropriately 
matching balusters. With great satisfaction 1 called Bill the next day 
but my happiest moment was when 1 faced Twink at breakfast and 
pOinted out my memos of change. This not only restored some of her 
faith in my taste but dispelled permanently any question in her mind 
as to why I lugged suitcases, adding machine and dictaphone back and 
forth on our trips to Michigan. She was reserving final judgment on 
Morgan 885, but any change from 890 had to be for the better she 
admitted. 

We returned again in April to see the kitchen cabinets 
installed, the mantle up and the Deer Park cabinets installed in the 
pe~insula. While. th~ interior of the cottage seemed right on target, 
th10gs looked a bit dlfferent outdoors with the winter snow now gone. 
We saw that the land gullied down more than we had realized on the 
north side of the lot and decisions which had been made conce rning 
deck height and treatment of front and deck steps now came back to 
haunt us. As things stood, the north side of the cottage was just too 
high off the ground. Extensive handrails and extra steps would be 
necessary and this would violate my mental picture of a low-slung 
but conventional structure nestling into the lawn about it. 
Consultation with Bill led me back to the excavation contractor and 
to a landscaper. They dealt in cubic yards and truckloads readily 
transferring these numbers into clearer perspective by adding dollar 
signs. We looked at shrubbery for decoration and shrubbery for 
privacy screening and made the monumental decision that the lawn 
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would be seeded instead of sodded. With all of the outdo~r decisions 

d down we went back inside the cottage to dlscuss such pegge , , 1 ' h d 
"critical" items as the color of woodwor~, walts" ele~tnca S~ltCt an 
outlet plates. The groundwork for an lnterestmg ~ne proJec was 
laid when Bill informed Twink ,that outlets and s,w,ltches were not 
available in the desired dead-whlte color. The decislOn was made to 
paint the plates or wallpaper them, as the case might be, and we 
drove back to Cincinnati to await delivery of the keys. 

One of the attractions of a new cottage stems from the 
~ractice of selling the old one com plete with contents. If during 
attacks of cabin fever you looked over an interior with Grand Rapids 
Victorian or Early American battling Mission Oak with a commando 
unit of Art Deco creeping in, you might now anticipate a new abode 
boasting cohesiveness, devoid of this struggle. Decor had been thrust 
upon the poor cottages of the Association from the attics, 
storerooms, garages and barns of a succession of previous owners. 
True, there had been times when an ambitious peacemaker had tried 
to soothe the troubled waters by applying an even coat of the 
apple-green, oil-based paint evenly over all warring factions, but 
unrest seemed to persist when the squared-off corner of an old 
Mission Oak piece was confronted by the finial of a Grand Rapids 
master reproduction. As the Nissan on cruise control and overdrive 
found its way home, Twink and 1 rewarded ourselves with dreams of a 
new cottage devoid of such cabin conflicts. The contents would come 
partly from our a ttic and our basement, but of course we would be 
happy because they would be "all ours." 

To get these second-class citizens of our Cincinnati home 
to Michigan without the services of interstate moving men, an 
econom,ic group of oriental warlords who had ravaged my province 
many times before, I investigated driving a rent-a-van north. The 
mere ~hought of long hours in the cab together with loading and 
unloadmg brought on an attack of low back pain, and casting about 
for a solution I thought of our new yard man, Herman. 1 asked 
Herman if he had ever been out of the state of Ohio and 1 got a 
rather vague affirmative. On the positive side was the fact that 
Herman, unlike our previous Sitvanius, did drive to work in a 
gasoline-powered vehicle. 1 asked Herman whether he could drive a 
truck and I got a much more positive response . The proposition of 
Herman's drivi.ng a rented van to Michigan was discussed and he was 
decidedly enthusiastic. 

When the fateful transfer day came, there was a furor of 
activity, including a trip to Hertz Penske, some wUd negotiati.ons 
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with Swallen's to acquire appliances which had been purchased 
months before with which they had temporarily lost contact and 
finally the delicate job of loading all the valuables in the van to 
accomplish scratch-and-dent-free transportation without the 
protective qUilting which the "nice" young man at Hertz had 
forgotten to place in the back of the van. We loaded and packed and 
wedged and calculated as best we could. It did not really seem to 
worry Herman too much and, as darkness got full grasp on an early 
May evening, he drove off in the trim, bright yellow van with our 
load. Calculation suggested that even though Herman and his partner 
would get an early start the next morning, he could not be expected 
to arrive in the Harbor Springs area until late afternoon. This would 
mean that Twink and I could sleep in until six o'clock and still beat 
him. We breezed into the cottage in late afternoon to find Herman 
sitting on the edge of the deck kicking his heels in contemplation of 
the already cold and completely empty van. Somehow Herman had 
done a pretty good job triaging the furniture to reasonable locations. 
It did not take an inordinate amount of time to shift misplaced items, 
give Herman enough extra for a little entertainment on the trip back 
wi th the van and settle into a chair with toddy in hand to wonder how 
the mass confusion could ever be sorted out. We seemed to make 
some progress in the next two days, but welcomed the order of Hyde 
Park on our return, leaving the cottage and its contents to Bill and 
his crew for final readying. 

There was no way that my words, based on some fifty odd 
moves, could prepare Twink, who had lived in four homes in her 
entire life, for our next trip nor tho The ways of builders and their 
journeymen were known to me and I did not expect too much. On the 
other hand, Twink not only thought that an agreed date of occupancy 
was cast in stone, but she also had the romantic vision of a tidy 
abode, vacuum cleaned and window washed with flowers and 
champagne on the table as a peace offering from the general 
contractor. Is it necessary to tell you how disappointed she was 
following the key turning in June? A shriek of dismay and a shake of 
despair jiggled eyes that roved over the disaster. Cigarette butts, 
saw and plaster dust, bits of wire, tape and paint were here and 
there. The furniture was necessarily piled in the middle of each 
room. 

It is truly awesome to contemplate the amount at work 
which can be accomplished by a determined, one hundred twenty odd 
pound homemaker whose domestic visions have been thwarted by 
disarray and dirt. A prudent spouse would disappear to await 
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subsidence of zeal -- but I had nowhere to go. Forty-eight hours of 
kaleidoscopic domestic progress turned eight rooms of jigsaw into an 
order that should have given us cozy lodgings and a few days of 
relaxation -- or at least that is what I thought. 1 had not reckoned 
with the remarkable vigilance of a perfectionist whose eye next 
caught the off-color switch and outlet plates which dotted the 
landscape. For some reason the painters had not painted the plates 
to match in most areas and Twink was quick to point out to me that 
caramel was not the same as white. 

Consultation with builder Bill and electrical contractor 
Pat now revealed the startling fact that in 1985 one indeed could get 
dead white outlet and switch plates. "Simple," said Twink. "Just 
bring them in and change them." 

"Ah, but thatls the rub," said Pat. "The switch buttons 
themselves and the outlets will still be caramel colored unless the 
whole receptacle is rewired." Twink was adamant that that is what 
had to be done, and Pat was equally adamant that he would not do it 
since Billis misinformation was not his fault. Pat, the canny one, 
solved the problem by pointing out that it was really nothing at all to 
rewire these in place. He would show Twink how and she could install 
the replacements which he would supply. The training session went 
well and I was careful to take the instructional course along with her, 
noting that certain white wires went here and black wires went there 
and never the twain should meet. It was indeed simple at first, for 
usually only three wires appeared when the finished product was 
unscrewed and pulled out of the wall. Twink had a ball with a couple 
of junc tion boxe s and I was lulled into contentment as I read the 
morning paper and watched her perform electrical miracles in her 
shortie nightgown. 

Those of you who understand the theory and practice of 
electricity, which I never mastered in Physics I at Williams College, 
can anticipate the next event on our journey to domestic order. The 
next switch was not only a double, for which we had been 
rudirnentarily prepared, but it also yielded several "extra" wires the 
e~act location of which Twink had not noted as she had done' the 
dlsassembly. I heard my name calle d in anguish but my appearance 
at my matels ~ide was quicker by far than ~he solution of her 
p~oblem. Expenmental wiring of a double plate with several "extras" 
glves, more than a few options and moving these around 
expe~lmentally ,from, one contact point to another in the tight 
confmes of a JunctlOn box takes more time than an orthopedic 
surgeon cares to admit pUblicly. 
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It seemed time to call Pat for an advanced instructional 
course, but difficulty of getting hold of him was foretold by his 
pleasant recording on the answering machine. "Hello. This is Pat 
Pierce. Don't hang up. Use this opportunity to leave a rnessage for 
me. This may be the only way that you will have of reaching me." 
He was so right. Journeymen in northern Michigan, whatever their 
trade, do not sit by telephones to take messages. Pat did arrive in a 
day or so and the large Kraft grocery bag in which he had brought 
countless cellophane-wrapped dead white switches and outlets was 
gradually emptied and refilled with a disarray of off-white and 
caramel castoffs. The disappearance of these eyesores only called 
attention to other problems which threatened our domestic 
tranquility, but gradually the lists shortened and we approached 
"Judgment Day." 

Final reckoning with Bill was not a pleasure, but I did not 
expect that it would be. His list of "extras" was a little long. There 
were a few surprises like the cost of Pat's electrical instructional 
courses billed out as additional installation of each of the outlets or 
switches which his hands touched as he unraveled the mysteries of 
alternating current. Installation of the privacy fence about which I 
had neglected to write a covering letter containing the usual 
protective clauses, phrases and adjectives proved a real economic 
escape valve for Bill. Perhaps it was my willingness to accept some 
of his safety valves which made Bill shake his head but smile, 
agreeing to scra tch off "extras" here and there as 1 brought out the 
old reproduced correspondence which charged the builder to "vent 
such appliances at no extra cost, install such device as might be 
selected in the location elected by the owner, etc., etc." 

Successful completion of this project will not immunize 
me against all future cabin fever. It did, however, stamp out a 
smoldering case characterized by multiple exacerbations. Mistakes 
were made but they were not deliberate as is the case with orthodox 
Jews who build imperfection while waiting for the temple in 
Jerusalem to be rebuilt. As my joints stiffen little by little, it will 
give me a great deal of comfort and pleasure to come in from a 
windy sail or chilly fishing expedition and touch the thermostat of my 
central heating system. I will recall that our member, John Die.hl, 
helped me insert a series of adjectives, phrases. and clauses wh1c:h 
gave me this princely twentieth century mnovatlOn. Com~ .share 1t 
with me, you who have suffered through this personal expOSItIon •. We 
are in the phone book in Harbor Springs and, even if the weather 1S a 
bit inclement, we will be warm and cozy as we share a tea or toddy. 




